1. ___________ often hide differences in paint, and therefore, would hide evidence of accident damage. Page ____

2. The half-life rule states that the vehicle will be worth half in _______ years. Page ____

3. For most buyers, having a ________________________ look over a vehicle is a wise decision. Page ____

4. Before trying to sell a vehicle yourself or even thinking about trading it to a dealer for a new or newer vehicle, be sure that the vehicle is________. Page ____

5. Check websites and newspapers to help determine the _________ of your vehicle. Page ____

6. The purpose of the ____________________________ is to prepare the vehicle for customer use after a new vehicle has shipped from the assembly plant to the selling dealer. Page ____
7. ______________________ is used on all surfaces that may be touched by others during transport from the assembly plant to the selling dealer.

8. The wise vehicle owner uses a _________ or tries to keep the vehicle in a garage to help prevent damage to the paint and interior due to the effect of the sun and other hazards.